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The ceaseless drive to devise superior codes for a given application is competitive and utilises extensive resources. Determining whether a newly developed code differs significantly from its predecessors may be arduous. Mac Williams’ Equivalence Theorem \cite{MacWilliams} simplifies this comparison for codes over finite fields. The theorem states that two codes are monomially equivalent if and only if there is an isometry between the codes that preserves Hamming weight.

As newer technologies continue to fuel the development of codes with more diverse alphabets and different weights, broader variants of the Equivalence Theorem have become necessary. It has been proved that the Equivalence Theorem holds for isometries preserving Hamming or homogeneous weights precisely when the alphabet is a finite Frobenius module. It remains to determine for which weights on a given alphabet an analogous theorem will hold for isometries preserving that weight. Greferath, Honold and Wood established the requirements for chain rings, integer residue rings \cite{Greferath} and matrix rings over finite fields \cite{Greferath2}.

We develop an algebraic framework to classify functions on modules for which the Equivalence Theorem holds, called extending weight functions. For ring alphabets this structure allows for a
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character theoretic description in terms of the Fourier transform. We consider the case of functions which are invariant under multiplication by units of the ring. Applying the framework to finite direct products of finite chain rings specifies the invariant extending weight functions in terms of the Möbius function on the ideal lattice. Further generalisation of this result to principal ideal rings produces necessary and sufficient conditions for rational-valued invariant extending weight functions on that alphabet.

Taking a similar approach to iterative decoding algorithms as for the Equivalence Theorem delivers an algebraic aspect of the theory. Defining appropriate operations for distributions on rings yields a structural view of probabilistic message passing algorithms. Specifically a description of a ring-theoretic variant of the Sum-Product algorithm is supplied. We present decoding performance of the algorithm on \( \mathbb{Z}_4 \)-linear codes, constructed from the binary LDPC codes of Rößing [3].
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